“Do Not Be Afraid!”
While Jesus prays, up there, on the mountain,
here below, the boat of the Church must cross the long “night of passage”
in order to get to the other shore, there where the blessed time of the Kingdom begins,
this new Day which all of Christianity has been requesting for almost 2,000 years.
However, the boat is battered by the waves, for there is a strong contrary wind.
And, like at the dawn of the Kingdom, Jesus would only return towards night’s end.
When the disciples thought they were seeing a ghost, He said to them:
“Have confidence! It is I. Do not be afraid!”
No! This was not a ghost, and we know the reason:
Christ was given back to the world in the person of Marie-Paule;
Marie-Paule is Christ as much as Jesus is;
She is his “other Himself”.
And She is the one Heaven is sending in this time of an end,
to calm the wind and the diabolical waves,
bringing the boat of the Church to berth along the shores of the Kingdom.
Marie-Paule is with us!
Have confidence! Let’s not be afraid!
For Jesus declared:
“THE GATES OF HELL WILL NOT PREVAIL
AGAINST HER [MARIE-PAULE].”
(Life of Love, vol. V, p. 105)

There where Marie-Paule is, there is the true Church of Christ.
There where Marie-Paule is, there is the Church of John leading to the Kingdom.
So, if we are frightened by the force of the wind
and are tempted to let ourselves be submerged by the dark waves,
let’s turn to Marie-Paule, fix our eyes on Marie-Paule.
Yes! In this time of the Apocalypse, it is to her that we must cry out:
“Marie-Paule, save me!”
Let’s never doubt her, for “truly, She is the Daughter of God!”
Father Stéphane Gamache, O.FF.M.
First of all, I thank you for the wonderful work you do in preparing the review Le Royaume. Consequently, after having read all the articles you sent me [for the present issue number 263], I assure you that I am in
complete agreement with their content. I approve all that has been prepared by the different authors, because I
find everything to be in conformity with the spirit of the Lady. Thus, I, for my part, approve the publication of
this issue of Le Royaume. And I would like to thank all those who worked on it with generosity. You are doing
wonderful apostolic work, and I bless you wholeheartedly.
Father Victor Rizzi, Marian Father

